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Greetings from our President

Hello GIVING WoMN Members!

I would like to take a moment to welcome our newest member, Katie Mann. She

was introduced to the organization by Ann Bjorklund. Welcome Katie and a big

thank you to Ann!

This is the time of year I like to reflect on the positives in my life. Being a member of
GIVING WoMN allows me the opportunity to be proud of myself. I have

AWARENESS of the issues that impact my community. I am a CHANGE AGENT by
championing organizations that are combating these issues. And I am a FRIEND to
the wonderful women I work alongside with on the board and membership.
Please take a moment to be kind to yourself and acknowledge your
accomplishments. I look forward to seeing you all in 2017.

Mara

Mara Milne
GIVING WoMN President

Annual Contributions Are Due
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We are over 50% of contributions paid! Contributions are due by the end of
November to solidify the financials for the January membership-wide vote that will
determine February's 2017 grants.

CLICK HERE for the annual contribution form and submit with your contribution to
our fiscal agent, The Minnesota Community Foundation by November 30th. Full
remittance and contribution instructions are detailed on the contribution form as
well as instructions on how to update your contact information, if necessary. 

We want to thank you for your continued membership with GIVING WoMN.
Together, we make a significant impact in our community! 

If you are a new member in 2016, you are DONE and THANK YOU! 

You can also find contribution information and instructions on our

website www.givingwomn.org on the "Join Us" tab and the "Current Member

Annual Contribution Information" link.  

Eye-Opener Recap

November 5 was another beautiful Saturday morning at the Minikahda Club in
Minneapolis, a perfect setting for GIVING WoMN's annual Eye Opener Breakfast

and Educational Event. With 95 in attendance, the topic, "America's Addiction to
Opiods: What can be done?" was certainly well-received as the program
provided excellent education and opened all of our eyes!

The morning's format was a panel of three speakers followed by a Q&A session.
Our speakers were:

• Dr. Chris Johnson, Emergency Medical Physician and expert on opioid
addiction.

• Lexi Reed Holtum, Executive Director of the Steve Rummler Hope
Foundation.

• Erin Bursch, Director of Foundation and Corporate Relations for the
Hazelden Foundation.

Our panel discussed how the opioid epidemic has
emerged and grown, the science behind opioid
addiction and why it is so difficult to recover once
addicted. They also discussed how we can help those
in need and what we each can do to prevent opioid
addiction. 

Dr. Chris Johnson spoke first. He is an experienced emergency room physician
who is also the Chair of the Minnesota Department of Human Services Opioid
Prescribing Work Group. He is also affiliated with Physicians for Responsible Opioid

Prescribing and the Steve Rummler Hope Foundation. Dr. Johnson is passionate

about battling opioid addiction through educating health professionals,
legislators, and the public. He explained the origination, prevalence and

biological cause of prescription opioid addiction. He emphasized that all opiates

are actually heroin as far as the brain is concerned.
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Opioids were used in ancient civilizations from the opium poppy. Dried extract of
Opium contains the active ingredients of Morphine and Codeine. Codeine is
metabolized in the body to become morphine. Opiates block pain receptors
AND bind to receptors in the brain's 'reward' center resulting in dopamine release
and the resulting "good" feeling. However, with too much drug, the receptors can
also block respiratory function and can lead to death.

Dr. Johnson noted that the opioid epidemic has emerged in just the last 15

years. The United States has 5% of the world's population and we consume 80% of

the world's opioids. Opioid prescriptions have tripled in just the last 20 years and in
the last 15 years, our nation's overdose deaths have increased over 300% to

approximately 20,000 people a year. He also added that the prescription opioid

epidemic has fueled increased illegal heroin because 75% of current heroin users
started with prescriptions. Dr. Johnson believes that it was engineered as those
with financial interest marketed to expand prescriptions and our health-care
system was ripe for exploiting.  

Dr. Johnson also advocates for educating primary care physicians in addition to

specialist physicians, but he also noted that a societal response is needed in

addition to prescribers being more selective and careful about prescribing opioid
pain killers. In addition to being responsible physicians, nurses, patients, friends
and family members for prevention efforts, he also introduced that Narcan
(narcotic antidote) could be more widely distributed for emergency on the spot
treatment. He also emphasized that we all can put pressure on our elected
leaders to improve our nation's health care culture.

Next up, Lexi Reed Holtum, Executive Director of

the Steve Rummler Hope Foundation, spoke

first-hand as a surviving addict, someone who
lost a loved one to addiction, and as a
community leader working to influence our
legislators and the public to reduce opioid
prescriptions, addiction and death.

Lexi introduced us to Steve Rummler, her fiancé
who had suffered from chronic pain and addiction to his prescribed pain
medications. Steve died of an accidental overdose. The Steve Rummler Hope
Foundation's mission is to heighten awareness of the dilemma of chronic pain and
the disease of addiction and to improve the associated care process. Lexi gave
us some additional stunning statistics about the extreme rise in heroin and opioid
deaths in recent years. She also enlightened us as to how difficult it is to recover
permanently from opioid addiction in that it takes much more time than is

currently financially supported by health insurance. One particular compelling

statistic is that in 2015 more than half of the drug-related deaths in our country
were related to prescription medications, rather than illegal street drugs.  

Resulting from Lexi and the Foundation's work, in 2014 Minnesota passed "Steve's

Law" allowing firefighters and other first responders to administer naloxone
(Narcam) to a person who is exhibiting the signs of opioid overdose. The law
allows all laypeople to carry and administer naloxone when acting in good faith
to save a life. The law also allows all prescribers to prescribe naloxone to a third
party, enabling laypeople to carry the antidote. Lexi also told us the safety of
naloxone and how it works to reverse the effects of an overdose. She emphasized
that now that the law is in place, it is key to actively talk to others about naloxone
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including local schools, churches and other groups in addition to the medical
community. We can all work to get naloxone more widely distributed and
available for potential overdose situations. 

Our last speaker was Erin Bursch, Director of Foundation & Corporate Relations for

the Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation. Erin built on the prior presentations, but
informed us about the challenges in overcoming addiction and told us about the
wide variety of services that the Hazelden Betty Ford Foundation provides for

advocacy in addition to treatment. She educated us specifically about the vast

cost of addiction at $428 billion per year in the United States. She also built on
some of Lexi's information about how drawn-out and long it can take for an
addicted individual to truly recover. More ongoing treatment is needed for
people at all levels of opioid use and sometimes health care insurance only
covers a short time period of treatments. She emphasized that addiction affects
ALL types of people regardless of socio-economic status, race, religion, etc.

Erin also shared that the Hazeldon Betty Ford Foundation is rolling out their
Comprehensive Opioid Response program with the 12 step
programming nationwide, increasing their
outpatient care to provide services for patients at
lower levels of care, and increasing their mental
health capacity to help with underlying factors to
addiction.  In addition, the Foundation is working
on affiliate networks, education for professionals
and advocating for legislative and insurance
changes. 

The speakers were followed by a lively Q&A session provided by great questions
and discussion involving members and guests!  

Slides from the presentations are available for viewing on the GIVING WoMN
website at:
http://www.givingwomn.org/8th-annual-eye-opener-slides/

Thanks to all members who attended and those who brought guests! Here's what
our audience had to say: "It was provocative & wonderful!" and "Thank you for
bringing this topic out of the dark."

It takes teamwork to make the Eye Opener a success! Thanks to the Engage &

Educate Committee and event volunteers: Kaari Miller, Heather O'Connor, Renee
Kessler, Renee Macomber, Amy Sorrels, Lynn Giovanelli, Nan Owen, Mina
Harrigan, Char Murphy, Rhonda Schumer, Susan Gallagher, and Alex Harris.
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Minnesota Council On Foundations

The September Board of Directors meeting hosted Bob Tracy, Director of Public
Policy and Communications at the Minnesota Council on Foundations (MCF),
who gave us an overview of this new "community of grantmakers". MCF is a
strategic framework consisting of 170 organizations representing about $1 billion
per year in charitable giving. These are corporate, private, and community
foundations intent on continuing our history of philanthropy. This regional
organization is one of 29 scattered across the country designed to support

organized grantmaking.

Minnesota is unusual in the strength of
our philanthropic community and our
tradition of philanthropy. The MCF is
building on this by pulling together

the philanthropic community to create prosperity and equity across the region. It
networks organizations to share best practices and technology. It guides
organizations to be more effective grant makers. They connect member
organizations with issues and trends and offer the tools necessary to be effective

in the 21st century.

Our fiscal agent affiliate, Minnesota Philanthropy Partners (MPP) is part of the
Minnesota Council on Foundations. All GIVING WoMN members can participate
under the MPP relationship, gaining access to peer learning networks, issue
networks and more. 

MPP invites all of GIVING WoMN members to register with MCF and participate in

webinars and events such as the MCF 21st century grantmakers series of 4
presentations on more effective grantmaking and public policy. MCF registered
members also receive a twice-yearly "Giving Forum" magazine, which is a
"thought piece" for people involved in philanthropy, and their weekly
e-newsletter. Members can also access fee-based programs at the member
rate and MPP will extend an invitation to GIVING WoMN for the annual meeting
and conference. 

This is a great "value add" for our members who wish to learn more about
effective grantmaking. To get started:

1. Go to the MCF website and select "Log In."
2. Select "Register for a New Account"
3. Complete registration

4. Under "Organization Name," enter Minnesota Philanthropy Partners

5. Under "Title," enter GIVING WoMN Member

Once you have completed the "New Account" registration, an email will be sent
with a temporary log in link to set a password. Login and visit the "complete
membership profile" page to upload your picture! Let MCF know about your
interests and skills to better connect you with others in Minnesota's grantmaking
community.

Bob felt GIVING WoMN can "give back" to MCF, by sharing our experience as a
collective giving group or "giving circle". He sees us as light-years ahead of our
peers in terms of our governance structure, and in our grants committee
processes.
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More information and an easy way to access these resources will be added to
the GIVING WoMN website: www.givingwomn.org.

Engage and Educate Seeks Co-Chair 

Work with an enthusiastic committee of experienced volunteers! 
Foster community through membership development and enlightening events!
Last but not least, join a committed team of board members who love what we
do!!

We continue our search for an Engage and Educate Committee Co-Chair. To
keep things running smoothly, our Engage and Educate Co-Chairs stagger their
terms, so that each year, the new Co-Chair can learn and lean on the
experienced one. This is a Board position and a great opportunity to make
meaningful connections happen! If you have an interest in joining the GIVING
WoMN Board in this role, please contact Susan Dowd
at misssusan01@hotmail.com or Mara Milne at maramilne@gmail.com.

Upcoming Engage and Educate Events

There is still time to schedule a Small Group Gathering before our January vote for
February 2017 Grant Recipients! We still have an open opportunity to hear from
2015 Grant Recipients Way to Grow. 

Small Group Gatherings
There are several gatherings throughout the year that spotlight one of our prior
grantees in a casual, friendly gathering with food and refreshments. These
gatherings serve as a great way to get to know fellow members and bring in
friends and neighbors to get a feel for what GIVING WoMN is all about.  Consider
joining us at a future gathering to see first had the impact that our grants have on
the community. Or better yet, consider hosting an event!

In addition to the remaining 2015 grant recipient,
we also have all of our 2016 Grant Recipients: ARC,
Bridge for Youth, Face to Face, Perspectives and
The Open Door. 

If you are interested in hosting an event in your
home, the Engage & Educate Committee is ready
to help. GIVING WoMN even provides reimbursement to the hostess for event
expenses (up to $75).  Please contact Renee Macomber at
renee.let.1961@gmail.com if you would like to host your own small gathering. 

New Member Brunch - Saturday, January 21 at Teresa Pfister's home
A welcome to our new members and a thank you to the members who
introduced them to the world of GIVING WoMN. It's a great opportunity to make
friends with your fellow "classmates" and get to  know some of our members while
learning more of the in's and out's of how GIVING WoMN works, all while relaxing
in the beautiful and comfortable surroundings of Teresa's magnificent home.

Winter Education Event - Tuesday, February 21 at KIPP Minnesota
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Hear a report back from our 2015 Grant
Recipient - KIPP Minnesota and get a first
hand account of how the 2015 GIVING
WoMN grant helped them implement
their KIPP Through College Program. You

will also be the first to hear who the final list of 2017 Grant Recipients will be!

Annual Meeting - Monday, May 1 at Surly Brewery
Mark your calendars and meet the class of 2017 Grant Recipients up close and
personal! Hear their amazing stories and learn the specifics of how they will be
planning to utilize their grant over the course of the coming year. Also get a
briefing of what GIVING WoMN has been up to in the past year and an eye into
what is ahead.

  GIVING WoMN| www.GIVINGWoMN.org| info@givingwomn.org

STAY CONNECTED:

GIVING WoMN, C/O Minnesota Community Foundation,
101 Fifth Street East, Suite 2400, St. Paul, MN 55101
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